
No Cash | No Cards | Peace of Mind

Transit Solutions’ On-Road Fuel and Fleet
Management Solutions enable the
effective management of on-road fuel
spend through our nationwide eFuel
Network of retail forecourts, enabling
refueling of fleet vehicles without cash or
card payments.

Enjoy the peace of mind provided by eFuel
by fitting your fleet with Automatic Vehicle
Identification (AVI) technology and
utilising the network for your refueling
operations or share in the additional
volumes that the eFuel network has to
offer by fitting your retail forecourt with
eFuel eAsy or eFuel eXtra technologies.

> Eliminates human intervention, ensuring
that the fuel you are paying for is in fact
received.

> Accuracy of information is noticeably
improved; allowing further control
measures to be implemented.

> Vehicle is responsible for payment and
not the driver.

> Enhanced control as you enjoy
accountability for every drop.

> Preauthorisation takes place at the
pump before any fuel is dispensed.

Automatic Vehicle Identification
(AVI) technology facilitates
automated, card free fueling at
participating retail service
stations which is widely used in
South Africa and Namibia by
more than 50 000 government,
parastatal and commercial fleet
vehicles.

It is facilitated by Chevron
(Caltex), Engen and Total at over
800 service stations under the
brand “eFuel” which is a
proprietary registered trade mark
owned by these Companies.

(www.efuel.info)
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Decreases fuel expenses and fraud by 
fueling only authorised vehicles.

Easily controls, tracks and manages fleet 
consumption as well as refueling activity 
with alerts on irregular fueling or 
consumption patterns.

Define vehicles, set limits and 
restrictions.

Eliminate risks with a patented removal 
protection mechanism to  eliminate 
theft or fraud.

Eliminate human intervention and obtain 
accurate information and data.

Pre-authorisation takes place at the 
pump before fuel is dispensed.

eFuel eAsy forms

part of our Fleet Solutions

and ensures that the fleet vehicle is

identified on the forecourt and that fuel can

only be dispensed into an authorized fleet

vehicle. Odometer is inputted by the

forecourt attendant.

eFuel ensures that fuel is dispensed into authorised
assets only and offers the following features:

 Network of 800+ eFuel equipped retail service
stations in South Africa.

 AVI technology (radio frequency identification)
communication.

 Automatically captures value of fuel dispensed,
volume of fuel dispensed, location, registration
number of vehicle, date of transaction, time of
transaction and prompts for an odometer
reading (manual input at time of refueling).

 24-hour Help-Desk service.

 Multiple oil company branded solution for widest
footprint and 24-hour availability.
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Decreases fuel expenses and fraud by 
fueling only authorised vehicles.

Easily controls, tracks and manages fleet 
consumption as well as refueling activity 
with alerts on irregular fueling or 
consumption patterns.

Automatically Generated Odometer Reading 
and access to vehicle location data.

Eliminate risks with a patented removal 
protection mechanism to  eliminate 
theft or fraud.

Eliminate human intervention and obtain 
accurate information and data.

Pre-authorisation takes place at the pump 
before fuel is dispensed.

eFuel eXtra not only

provides automated capturing

of odometer readings, it also uses the

AccuTrip+ to enables the access of trip data

and vehicle location, together with all the

benefits of eFuel.

 Network of 800+ eFuel equipped retail service
stations in South Africa.

 Independent GPS odometer reading.

 Accurate vehicle odometer readings independent
of vehicle factors, allowing remote resetting to
align to vehicle actuals.

 Trip start and end readings

 Automatically captures value of fuel dispensed,
volume of fuel dispensed, location, registration
number of vehicle, date of transaction, time of
transaction and odometer reading.

 24-hour Help-Desk service.

 Multiple oil company branded solution for widest
footprint and 24-hour availability.



(excludes VAT @ 15%)
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Purchase Option 
Purchase Price Per Unit R600 Once-Off
Installation Fee Per Unit R399 Once-Off

Total for Purchase and Installation R999 Once-Off
Full Monthly Maintenance, eFuel Reporting & Admin (optional) R19 Monthly 

Rental Option (12 months) 

Installation Fee Per Unit R399 Once-Off
Full Monthly Maintenance, Monthly Rental, eFuel 
Reporting & Admin R39 Monthly

Purchase Option 
Purchase Price Per Unit R2999 Once-Off
Installation Fee Per Unit R600 Once-Off

Total for Purchase and Installation R3599 Once-Off
Full Monthly Maintenance, eFuel Reporting & Admin (optional) R35 Monthly 

Rental Option (36 months) 

Installation Fee Per Unit R600 Once-Off
Full Monthly Maintenance, Monthly Rental, eFuel 
Reporting & Admin R140 Monthly
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